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9 Ways to Build Resilience and Grit 
High achievers in all types of endeavors have extraordinary stamina. Even at the 

elite level of their game, they're always striving to put a sharper edge on their 

strengths and remove blind spots and weaknesses. Even if their work requires 

sacrifice, they remain dedicated to what they do without excuse or apology. They 

persevere. Even when easier paths tempt them, their commitment is rock-solid, 

firm, and steadfast. This remarkable focused concentration on performance is what 

many call "grit" (a term coined by Angela Duckworth, the Christopher H. Brown 

Distinguished Professor of Psychology at the University of Pennsylvania and the 

founder and CEO of Character Lab).  

You might be skilled, talented, educated, and brilliant. But, if you’re not resilient, 

persistent, and gritty, you’ll never make the most of those other attributes. 

Think about the five most successful people you know. On the average, they’re 

probably not that talented. However, they know how to get things done and persist. 

Resilience and grit might be the missing ingredients in your quest for success. 

Try these techniques to increase your resilience and grit 
1. Stay in contact with others. When times are tough, it’s natural to crawl into 

a hole and be by yourself. This is a mistake. You’re more capable with a 

support system. Give up the idea that strong people take on the world by 

themselves. You’re stronger when you have help and support. Maintain your 

relationships. 

 

2. Have high hopes. It’s easier to stand strong when you expect things to 

improve. Consider every bad time in your life. Haven’t things gotten better 

every single time? When you know better times are ahead, grit and resilience 

are easier to demonstrate. Focus on a positive outcome. 
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3. Know that the most successful people are those with the most 

resilience. It might be easy to be wealthy and successful but becoming 

wealthy and successful is anything but. The most successful people were 

willing to take on challenges that the average person would avoid like the 

plague. 

 

4. Take excellent care of yourself. No matter what is going on in your life, you 

still need food, rest, love, exercise, and fun. Take good care of yourself and 

you’ll be in a better position to weather challenges. Most people ignore their 

needs during difficult times, but this is a huge error. 

 

5. Be active, not passive. It’s easier to last when you’re doing something to 

make progress. Rather than passively waiting for things to get better, take 

steps to improve the situation. If there is something constructive you can do, 

do it. 

 

6. Give yourself mental breaks. No matter how resilient you may be, take 

regular breaks to recharge your batteries. What is your favorite way to take a 

mental break? You could watch a movie, read a book, or go play horseshoes 

with a friend. Do whatever works for you. 

 

7. Remind yourself of all the adversity you’ve overcome throughout your 

life. No one’s life is smooth sailing 100% of the time. You’ve already 

overcome many obstacles. Remind yourself of your past successes during 

challenging times. You’ll have the fortitude and motivation to continue. 

 

8. Live a life that revolves around your interests. If you have a job you hate, 

it’s hard to have a lot of grit and resilience. It’s much easier to have 

perseverance while doing something you love. Find a career and hobbies 

that you love. The need for grit is much lower! 
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9. Hang around with resilient people. You become more like the people you 

spend the most time with. Choose your friends wisely. You’ll become a 

stronger person if you hang out with strong people. Find some people you 

want to be more like. 

 

What could you do with your life if you were the most resilient and gritty person 

you knew? You’d be unstoppable! 

Most people spend their time trying to improve their skills. It might be more 

productive to learn how to apply your skills regardless of the situation. Build 

resilience and grit into your life and enjoy greater success. 

§§ 

Donn LeVie Jr. has 30 years’ experience leading people and projects for such Fortune 100 

companies as Phillips Petroleum, Motorola, Intel Corporation; government agencies 

(NOAA), and academia (Department of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, University of 

Houston Downtown College). Donn specializes at the intersection of leadership, 

communication, and performance, which means he works with organization leaders and 

executives through the doorway of coaching and consulting so that they get higher 

performance, higher employee retention, and richer financial results though programs 

in intelligent leadership influence. 

 

If you’re interested in achieving those kinds of results, book a call with Donn TODAY. 

 

Head on over to the Individual Grit Assessment to see how your level of grit 

compares with more than 10,000 others. 
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